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Exploring an event and aspects of the text that make it entertaining 
Event Feeling Rhythm and rhyme Words and what they show Pictures and what they show 

Mulga Bill sat 

tight with every 

bound. 

excited and 

wondered 

what will 

happen. 

The rhythm in the previous 

pages was very fast to match 

what was happening. Now the 

commas and the sounds in the 

words slows the rhythm down. It 

gives you time to think and 

wonder what will happen. 

as white as chalk – describes MB 

to show he is really scared 

sat tight – shows he is trying his 

best to stay on 

 

drawn larger, with us looking straight at 

him – makes us feel close to him and 

involved  

his face is white – shows he is scared 

his eyes are closed - shows he is too 

scared to look 

his mouth is wide open – shows he is 

screaming  

Model for using the table to give an oral presentation 

(Showing the page) This page is one of my favourite parts of the story.  

It made me feel excited and wonder what would happen next. 

The commas and words make the poem slow down so I have time to wonder and notice how Mulga Bill is feeling. 

I liked the way the author and the illustrator gave me clues to show me that Mulga Bill was scared. The words said he was as white as chalk and 

the picture showed me too and it showed his eyes closed because he was too scared to look. The picture is drawn large too, so I can see it close 

up. It makes me feel like I am there. I like the way they drew his mouth open wide to show he is screaming. When I look at the picture I can 

imagine him screaming and I wonder if he will stay on the bicycle or have a crash and fall off. 

 


